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Abstract

Motivation: Cashless or DSGE models did not allow to predict the Great Recession — which may suggest that they omit some important variables like money or credit, for instance.

Aim: The paper summarizes changing views on money’s importance in modern monetary policy and reviews pros and cons of assigning any special role to money by central banks.

Results: On the basis of literature review and the 2007–2009 crisis experiences, author apposes arguments for possible improvements in monetary policy frameworks. The paper is organized as follows: section 1 reviews some basic facts about monetary aggregates, section 2 presents the methodology of the research, section 3 discusses pros and cons of assigning special relevance to money in central banking, section 4 concludes.
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1. Introduction

Although the role of money in modern central banking has been depreciated (Meyer, 2001, pp. 1–15), there is no common agreement about the justification of potential, flexible, long-term monetary targeting or assigning some special importance to money, like it is in case of the European Central Bank (ECB) (Wojtyna, 2008, pp. 1–20). This issue is especially important during quantitative easing (QE) as there are no definite validation measures allowing to estimate whether monetary stimulus is not overly excessive from the long-term optimal point of view. There are no indicators monitoring the right pace and timing.
of exit strategies. As a result, that may bring negative consequences in the long run.

The paper elaborates on the issues of money in modern central banking. On the basis of literature review and recent 2007–2009 crisis experiences, author discusses arguments for possible improvements in monetary policy frameworks. Both deductive and inductive logic is applied to verify the need for any institutional changes. The paper maps out the scope of possible further research concerning the role of money.

2. The current state of knowledge on money role

The basic facts about money are: money became highly endogenous; the relation described by LM curve largely broke; demand for money has increased considerably in all countries; control for money stock is either impossible or very difficult, rising imbalances between economic growth and money stock generally did not lead to missing the inflation target as central banks take into account money velocity changes; low consumer inflation does not protect from asset market bubbles (BIS, 2007, pp. 70–78); which might cause financial instability; which in terms of zero lower bound on nominal interest rates may be solved by nonconventional monetary policy.

The evidences of money endogeneity are clear and strong (Niggle, 1990, pp. 443–450). Even the founder of monetarism, Milton Friedman (2004, pp. 349–351), admitted that money started to be largely endogenous and that he would not insist on monetary targeting as he once did (London, 2003, pp. 12–13). The view of money endogeneity is widespread among academia and practitioners from central banks since long time ago (Goodhart, 1994, pp. 1424–1436). Money endogeneity makes monetary targeting problematic and alternatively possible for a very long run and with high dose of elasticity.

Undoubtedly, increasing demand for money caused distortions in the relation between money stock, economic growth and prices. The effects of endogenous money and decreasing money velocity are reflected in irregular shape of LM curve. Orthodox macroeconomic model IS-LM assumes that money stock is determined exogenously by central banks, which is nowadays not true. Most central banks pay little attention to monetary aggregates in conducting monetary policy. This flaw of IS-LM model, among many others offered in literature, is so serious, that in words of Romer (2000, pp. 149–170) ‘is likely to be fatal’ for a standard version of this model. The perished and gone once and for all constant money multiplier cause that the slope of LM curve can plausibly take any sign (Black & Dowd, 1994, pp. 301–310).

Contrary to quantity theory of money’s predictions, growing disparity between economic growth and money stock did not lead to inflation pressures in terms of consumer price index (CPI). The reason for this is that central banks take into account changes in money velocity. Such results confirm the current state of knowledge: that prominent, modern central banks are effective at CPI
inflation control despite depreciation of the money role in their considerations. Perhaps only while hyperinflation, during strongly unanchored inflation expectations, central bank’s standard instruments would be not sufficient to disinflate. No such situation happened yet under any inflation targeting regime and is unlikely to ever happen, as theoretically there exists no upper bound for interest rate instrument.

This is the argumentation that Woodford (2008, pp. 1561–1598) probably had in mind stating that: ‘one does not need to monitor money growth to tell if an undesirable long-run inflation trend is developing; measurement of inflation itself suffices for this’. Unfortunately, contrary to what we could have hoped for, price stability does not guarantee financial stability. We have learned from the 2007–2009 crisis that those who had warned us that in some circumstances low inflation accompanied by macroeconomic stability might increase the risk of a serious financial instability, were right. Risk-taking behavior, low CPI inflation and famous ‘irrational exuberance’ may transform investments into bubbles. When bubbles burst, they create crises and threaten the financial and price stability. The 2007–2009 crisis proved that financial frictions may be a much more serious problem than it had been anticipated. Decline of money supply caused by aversion to lending escalated by a fall of aggregated demand may have a strong, negative impact on business cycle fluctuations. Therefore, although it was recognized earlier that financial disturbances may be harmful for the economy, the crisis demonstrated that their effects may be potentially extremely severe and thus financial frictions ought to be an important variable in macroeconomic analyses.

When bubble bursts money demand quickly declines due to credit crunch. Money stock drives down too. When this happens and when market players do not trust each other to let the money be borrowed at reasonable cost, then there is a necessity to implement expansionary policy including lender of the last resort function — what was already recognized by monetarists over 50 years ago after the Great Depression.

Nonetheless the crisis 2007–2009 confirmed that lowering official interest rates may be like the predicted ‘pushing on a string’ or ‘bringing a horse to a water’. Interest rate instrument does not guarantee lower interest rates on the money market or increased lending. When credit crunches, banks do not want to borrow from each other and money stock declines. Although prominent central banks do not target monetary aggregates, in order to follow expansionary policy in terms of a zero bound, they must ask forgiveness to money stock. To balance falling money stock, in order to avoid short term significant output reduction, central banks need to take unconventional steps to encourage lending and, in fact, to increase the growth of money stock.

In order to support conventional monetary policy near zero bound, especially during financial frictions that threaten stability of the economy, additional monetary impulse might be created either through negative interest rates or through wide range of quantitative easing measures.
Negative interest rates turned out quite recently to be not only a theoretical possibility but more and more ‘charted waters’. Negative rate for 7-day deposits at -0.25% was set for the first time by Sveriges Riksbank (2016) in July 2009 and in September 2010. Next was the Denmark’s Nationalbank (2016), which in July 2012 set its 14-day deposit rate at -0.2%, which was the consequence of a fixed exchange rate policy. Afterwards an important experiment took place in the euro zone. Since June 2014 the deposit facility of ECB (2016) is negative and equals −0.10%.

Negative deposit rate rest on the assumption that currency is not costless to hold. Therefore, commercial banks have only two choices: either to lend money to other banks or to pay the negative deposit rate. Negative deposit rate may therefore support lending and act inflationary during financial frictions. However, there are good reasons to claim that negative rates (even in its forward looking version) are not a sufficient tool to solve the liquidity problem. First, there exists a logical floor for rates. When costs of paying the negative interest rates exceed storage costs, banks may become interested in money storage. Second argument is the ‘pushing the string’ inefficiency problem. Banks will not lend to each other if market agents do not trust each other so much that risk premia exceed costs of paying the negative rates. Finally, it would be problematic to lower rates other than the deposit ones. Otherwise, it would be profitable for commercial banks to take infinitely big credits from central banks. This would possibly have sense under the condition of some kind of limits for those credits. All in all, it seems that negative interest rates cannot be considerably negative anyway.

Therefore, to support conventional monetary policy and insufficient interest rates decisions in terms of liquidity problem, nonconventional monetary policy may be necessary. Already M. Friedman and A.J. Schwartz (1971) in famous book while explaining the role of money claimed that an increase of money stock and a helping hand to the Bank of United States during the Great Depression were the remedies that unfortunately were not applied. Nowadays, such a passive role of central banks in times of financial frictions is unacceptable both from monetarist and Keynesian point of view. Banks implemented the nonconventional tools in order not to allow for the destabilization of the real economy. Nonconventional monetary policy includes broad group of actions abbreviated QE which stands for quantitative easing and qualitative easing. The aim of QE is to provide commercial banks with excess liquidity to promote private lending and to affect the market by other means than interest rate channel.

Generally nonconventional monetary policy might take three basic forms: 1) liquidity provisions in which central banks expand lending to both banks and other financial institutions, 2) asset purchases of both government securities and private assets in order to lower the borrowing costs for households, 3) management of expectations in which central banks commit to keep their policy rate at very low levels for a long period of time (Mishkin, 2011, pp. 1–63).
Among rife set of indirect qualitative easing can be listed: the provision to banks of unlimited liquidity at a fixed rate in all refinancing operations against adequate collateral; the lengthening of the maximum maturity of refinancing operations; the extension of the list of assets accepted as collateral; the provision of liquidity in foreign currencies; swap facilities for foreign currencies and outright purchases in the covered bond market (ECB, 2010).

Recent crisis 2007–2009 demonstrated that supervision at micro level accompanied by stable prices and stable macroeconomic environment do not ensure, at best, financial stability (Rosati, 2014, pp. 373–406.). In these circumstances an important role ought to be assigned to macro prudential analyses.

3. The methodology of research

The main method used in the article is a descriptive-analytical one. Based on literature review on advantages and disadvantages of assigning to money a key importance in setting the central bank’s instruments, in the article are drawn conclusions about the presumably preferable money’s role in modern monetary policy. The conclusions base on inductive and deductive logic. In the article are also indicated fields that require research in the future.

4. Pros and cons of money monitoring

There is a whole bunch of good arguments, which indicate that indeed money does not deserve to have special attention in monetary policy:

– Money stock itself is considered to be of little importance as in fact it cannot be controlled and changes along with variable money demand.

– Modern central banks are effective at inflation control and output gap reduction even in transition countries characterized by strong inflation pressures and awkward initial conditions. Although inflation targeting might not guarantee a ‘free lunch’ during disinflation (Mishkin, 2001, pp. 1–42) and even though disinflation and output variability mitigation in recent decades were reinforced by global trends (Ball & Sheridan, 2003, pp. 1–50; White, 2006; pp. 1–22; Lee, 1999, pp. 332–347), the fair performance of prominent central banks is generally not questioned and it led some authors to conclude that flexible inflation targeting enriched by ‘central bank judgment’ may be in fact the optimal monetary policy (Svensson, 2006, pp. 1–45; Woodford, 2007, pp. 3–24).

– No need to control money aggregates in order to achieve low and stable inflation might be derived from cashless models (‘new Keynesian’, ‘neo-Wicksellian’ models). It turns out that the mathematical equilibrium of the model presented by Woodford (2008, pp. 1561–1598) is the inflation rate, which fluctuates around a stochastic trend given by the central bank’s inflation target. According to such models, control of monetary aggregates is not required to meet the inflation target criterion.
Some warn that additional monetary control may contest transparency of such policy (Begg et al., 1999), especially that money stock turned out to be an unreliable predictor alerting about potential speculative price booms. Almost 2/3ds cases of excessive liquidity growths have not created asset price bubbles (Posen, 2006, pp. 109–124).

The reasoning mentioned above has, however, caveats. First, even the opponents of monetary control usually agree that monetary aggregates might deliver additional information for monetary policy decisions. Hence, King (2003, pp. 62–90) warns that ignoring money growth might be a mistake, as models which omit money might not sufficiently represent the complexity of the world. Cashless models poorly explain the importance of money in monetary transmission mechanism. Goodfriend and McCallum (2007, pp. 1480–1507) indicate that cashless models and money role depreciation might in certain circumstances cause serious mistakes in setting the proper central bank interest rates. In opinion of Goodhart (2007, pp. 56–61), default, risk aversion, income constraints matter and ought to be compared with the messages emanating from the monetary aggregates. Goodhart emphasizes the difficulties with setting the interest rate in times of economic destabilization. Therefore, some economists believe that control whether monetary growth path is compatible with current paths of production, inflation and interest rates ought to be carried out.

The opinions in favor of special money role in endogenous money environment manifest themselves through establishment of the two-pillar approach by the ECB (2004, p. 55). The justification for creation of a separate monetary pillar rests upon evidences of long-term connection between money and prices. Those opinions often rest upon long-run empirical relationship between money growth and inflation across variety of countries, periods of time and different monetary regimes. Excessive money supply in opinion of some economists may therefore eventually lead to inflationary pressures (King, 2003, pp. 62–90; Haug & Dewald, 2004, pp. 1–39). Recent empirical evidences show, however, that quantity theory of money may have lost its explanatory power (Teles et al., 2016, pp. 442–464). Nevertheless, taking into account the large burden of evidences in favor of the monetarist theory, more empirical research seems to be required at low frequencies.

In opinion of Woodford (2007, pp. 3–24), for instance, we should not be afraid of possible, future inflation as interest rate instrument suffices to disinflates. As he correctly ascertains, monetary growth does not need to be monitored to notice rising inflation. Therefore, the inflation target will not be in danger even when the monetary growth would be large enough to cause inflation pressure. Such ‘wait and see’ strategy may be contested. The problem of excessive monetary growth’s possible, long-term threats should not be formulated only in terms of meeting the inflation target. The crucial question in the long run would be also whether after previously experienced excessive monetary growths the probability of financial instability is going to increase in the long run, whether it will cause moral hazard or asset price bubbles?
Meanwhile asset prices are not controlled by central banks and are not subject to international competition. In turn, asset bubbles threaten financial stability and affect negatively long-run potential output, while leaving huge numbers of resources wasted. Already some researchers have gone that way and indeed results imply that evident relation between monetary aggregates and more general price indices does exist (Andersson, 2011, pp. 759–770; Issing, 2009, pp. 45–51). Such results may cause money once again to play an important role in monetary policy (see an example of such role in Gerdesmeier et al., 2010, pp. 377–407). The unresolved area in monetary policy is, therefore, how central banks should respond to asset price bubbles.

Additionally, ultra-easy monetary policy might bring unintended medium-term consequences. To that undesirable medium-term effects might be included malinvestments in the real economy, deterioration of financial institutions’ health and deterioration of financial markets’ functioning, constraint of the central banks’ independence in pursuing price stability, encouragement for governments to refrain from confronting sovereign debt problems in a timely way, and problems with redistribution of income and wealth between debtors and creditors (White, 2013, pp. 19–56). Other possible harmful effects of extremely easy monetary policy which is not subject to some reasonable constraints, may include moral hazard and adverse selection problems at the credit market.

However, when interest rates are close or even below zero floor and while QE is on, it is unknown what should be the proper exit strategy from quantitative easing. That in fact forms a question: ‘when and how fast’ EQ should be stopped. Therefore, ‘exit’ from such a policy is difficult. There are no common frameworks or procedures which would be able to formally stop the monetary expansion. It led Taylor (2009, pp. 63–72) to propose a comeback to some kind of a monetary rule of Friedman type for monetary base. Nonetheless, such solution would not probably have strong impact on the stability of broader monetary aggregates as money multiplier is not constant anymore.

It might be assumed that for every given period in the economy exists optimal magnitude of money stock. Since broad money aggregates cannot be perfectly controlled even in the long run due to money endogeneity and since optimal supply of money changes along with changing external conditions (like expectations) we may expect that there exists ‘lower’ and ‘upper limit’ of money stock, which should not be crossed. The lower limit is simple to define. It is so small money stock that payment backlogs start to appear. For every economy in specific period exists ‘upper limit’ too. Nonetheless, central banks do not know what is the value of the upper limit. Therefore, while using QE we can never be sure, whether we already crossed the upper limit.

Taking the possible consequences into account, it seems reasonable that easy monetary policy should be pursued only to bring back financial stability. Unfortunately we cannot be sure whether ‘breaks’ will be always pushed in the right moment and with appropriate strength. After all, since long time ago it is well
known that monetary policy cannot boost economic growth in the long run. There are no ‘free lunches’ while QE. Monetary policy cannot be treated as a tool to foster economic growth in the absence of structural reforms and wise investments, especially that negative demographic tendencies might increase the budget deficits in many countries (due to retirement pensions), which in terms of monetizing the debt may contribute to fiscal dominance (Marszalek, 2007, pp. 99–220). Therefore, the question arises whether central bank awareness of this danger is enough or some flexible monetary frameworks are required to prevent crossing the ‘upper limit’ of monetary growth or credit expansion. If the answer would be ‘yes’, then more empirical research is needed to ascertain how should monetary management be introduced into modern central banks’ models. Already the empirical literature on adjusting the consensus macro models with money and financial frictions is still growing (Brzoza-Brzezina et al., 2013, pp. 32–51). Otherwise, discretion in the field of implementing easy monetary policy in times of financial frictions would depend strongly on the abilities of particular central bankers.

5. Conclusion

In the long run unhampered quantitative easing programmes may potentially cause financial instability not only through CPI inflation channel, but also through rising asset, real estate or stock prices, asset bubbles, depreciation of the exchange rate, growing imbalances, malinvestments, moral hazard, adverse selection problems, decreased incentives for structural reforms while presence of ‘easy money’, fiscal dominance which altogether might lead to a deterioration of optimal use of limited resources and eventually to welfare losses, economic slowdown or to a crisis. Additionally in the article it was found that more research is required not only on the quantity theory of money at very low frequencies in modern, deregulated financial systems and in countries with low consumer inflation, but also on how to respond to asset price bubbles, how to implement money and financial frictions into macro models, what are the long run cost and benefits of flexible monetary targeting like in the case of the ECB and what institutional changes should be carried out in terms of monetary policy to contribute not only to low and stable consumer inflation but also to financial stability.

The costs of high consumer inflation indicate that the basic goal of the central banks shall remain to maintain price stability in the medium term. Additionally, the experiences with the recent crisis seem to suggest that central banks shall aim to guard the financial stability not only by micro but also by macroprudential policies. Monetary aggregates may be one of the variables required for the detailed macro analysis.
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